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PERFECT WEATHER FOR MAY DAY
EVELYN BJORKMAN REGAL QUEEN

Presides Over May Festival
~
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Old Sol Makes Things Bright for Mayday, Though
Early Morning Had Promised Rain; Music,
Col~r, and Youth Gives Colorful Progra1n
By Elmer 'f. Gruwell Jr.
A perfect May-day afternoon~bl ue sky, the warming
sun, fre~h breezes from the south-green grass- youlh_; lhe
vividness of spring.
An inner quadrangle- lines of grey bleachers filled wil11
Lhe varying color of May drcss.-:th c groups standing aboul
th e field, or sprawling upon Lhe ground- the platform, a
slage, covered with blue- a throne, flanked by hnge baskels
of lilac and dogwood- a backgrouhd of fir and dogwood.
A May-pole with lied ribbons, Lhe colored strings weaving in
the breeze.
.
A trumpet call above Lhe murmur of 4 00 voices- FredtHe LePenske and Bob Evans, two heralds, with bugles held
I;Jigh, slowly entering the field opposite the throne- they approach the dias- Lhey :slop, face center, and raise lhc trumpe ts- the call re-echoes from Lhe edges of the field- they
t urn, and with bugles al Lhe hip, face each other.
Boys- dressed in blue coats and while pants--appeargirls, in white, with rainbow tinted bouquets, follow.- A child
precedes Lhe -two, reaches the platform and bows- Lo approaching flo wer girls.
Haill- the Queen and Duke-Evelyn Bjorkman and John Gardnerthe Queen, her regal authority a
of matchless wh! te, her token
cape
I I
I I
of the season, flowers-the gift of
Willamette Collegian - Girls joyful men to the happiness of her
should be disuaded from coming to ascension. Children - holding the
college unless they have earned or train of royalty.
borrowed enough money to see them In this manner the annual Mayall the way through the freshman day bow to royalty commenced at
C. P. S. yesterday.
year. .
The girl that ooes work her way A crown-Pearer presented the alathrough is to be complimented, for baster crown to Duke Gardner, who
to bet· the task is harder that it is with dignified air and courtly gesfor a man. There are few girls that ture, crowned the Queen. The
work theh· way through college Queen, mindful of the great power
witl1out injury to their health and of her position, received a scroll
studies. And then most girls do not from a child attendant nearby and
care to hav.e a long time debt ex- read its contents to the attentive auisting after graduation. They dience. The associated students are
usually look forward to mart'iage complimented, the manuscript statand do not desire their tiusbands ed, upon the satisfactory completion
to pay their debt in existence prior of another year of school activities.
And in the future, it is hoped, an
to marriage.
even greater prosperity may attend
University of Montana _Forestry the functions of ,C. P. s.
After the reading of the scroll,
students are now busying themselves htmt!ng for rare species of women of the Glee Club grouped
trees and plants. All specimens themselves around the piano at a
are planted in Kirkwood Memorial lower corner of the quadrangle and
Grove with the view in mind that supplied an intermission with song.
eventually the grave will have a
Children Applaud
collection of all the varieties of The preliminary dignity of the
pant and tree life growing in the occasion was for a brief interval
state. The more common varieties pleasantly gorgotten when a column
read· re d and white ac r obatic
have been f"'und
"'
"" ily and the of gir1s m
new additions of rarer plants be- costume ran onto the field and
come Iess and 1ess.
formed in line by the May-pole.
"' • •
They then proceeded to run throu,!l'j:l
Whitman College-Sunday, Whit- a combination of difficult group
man college :held their second all- stunts very skillfully. During the
college waffle breakfast and it prov- maneuvers, the audience was greatly
ed t o be a success. AIumns and amused to see the small children
· •ted attendants of the Queen and Duke
· .."'opIe· were cordi a11Y mv1
t ownsp
to the Sabbath affait·, and given as show their appreciation of the dismuch coffee
they desired with play by applauding, also. Even at
each order. . The breakfast was t}:J.at the juveniles were unmindful
elaborately arranged and all details of the interest taken in their acpromptly- · att.e~ded to. qustomers ,uvity.
.
were ushered to their tables and the ene of the most conspicuous jewels
order brought by a beautiful girl. in ' this crowning day of days was
Such service for these college folks! the May-pole dance, the cont~tgious
~ ~ *
charm qf spring that s.eeks expresClaremont College- Scripps stud- s!on in this fantastic manner. The
ents witnessed the recent eclipse of event was started when lines of
the sun at a totality o-f 85%. The dancers filed into the qua&angle
party of students had, access to in- slowly-one group at each end of the
struments never Used before in ob- field. Proceeding in time with the
serving an _eclipse: An airplane out- music the girls appn~ached the pole
fitted with a sound C!tmera took and stopped. At a signal each in"Talkies" of the shadow moving clividual unfastened a ribbon from
rapidly across the earth's face and the shaft, held it, and, accompanied
also recorded the time signals from by the piano, the weaving process beMare Island Naval Island Observa- g>an. In and out, in and out-the
blend··of color descending gradually
tory·
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CAREFUL OF -CUTS.!
The Faculty Committee on :Absences warns all students to read
a.g ain · the absence regulations
posted on the office bulletin
boarq. Several students have
already been dropped from classes because - of excess . absence
this semester. Save your cuts for
necessary absences that may
come up later in the sel'l;lester, so
that you will not be in danger of
exceeding the allowed total.

College Registrar Wins an
Award Annua.I ly Made by
National Group
Marcia Edwards, college r egistrar
and aid to Dean Allan c. Lemon
' · has been granted -the · annual
scholarship award by the American
Association of Collegiate Registrars.
There is anly one award each
yeat· and the applicants are chosen
from the nation at large. The receiver of . the scholarship which
ceiver to $1,000, may choose any
co1lege in the United States. Miss
Eciwards has chosen the University
of . Minnesota and will work for a
masters degree there in uhe school
of education.
Marcia, as she is known to the
students, plans to leave this next
fall to start the fall quarter. She
is a graduate of Puget Sound and
has been in the registrar's office and
on the faculty since her grtj.duation.

COLLECIANA

FAST MEDUEY RELAY AT U. W.
.SET FOR SAT~ LOGGERS HOPEFUt.
Young Is Only-Veteran; But Doty~ Plummer an~
Teats Are All Good Men; C. P. S. Had 'Cham.-·
pion M~dley Team Last. Year
.
In lhe running ability of four men Lhe College of Puget

~ound will pJ~ce her hopes for another University of Wash-

mgton Clas~ B relay. champions~ip which ~ill be run off
tomorrow afternoon m the Washmgton stadhun. The relay
carnival tomorrow will be the tenth annual event sponsored
by the sta te university.
·
Puget Sound representatives this year will be Lloyd ·Doty,
Al Plummer, Govnor Teats and Bob Young. Young is ,the
O.l,lly man who has been in a carnival race before and the
othe1:s arc all freshmen. Young ran on the winning medley
tea_rn last yea11.
Doty will run the 220-yard dash, the .first event of the .
metUey. Doty is a graduate of Lincoln High; TacOJ?.la, where .
h e ran on t11e lrack team. He runs the distance in 23 seconds
and may do better with stiff competition.
The second man to carry the ba,ton for the Logg~rs will
be AI PluJUUteL·, who will. 1:un a quarter-mile. This is not Al's
race but he is the fastest man on the squad and is expected to
keep the Maroon neat· Lhe front of the Class B entries. He
runs bette r with .fast competition and this may make him ex- ·
lend himself.
.
.
Third man o u lhe team is Govnor Teats who is a natural
.n mner. Teats will run the half mile . This is Teats first yea1·
on a track SC[uad hut he is proving that he has speed in the
middle dislauce race. He will run the 880 in less than 2:10
tomorrow. ·
YOUNG IS HOPE

{IELEN YOUNG
ARRIVES AT
CONVENTION

ON MAY EIGHTH
Evelyn Bjorkman who reigmed over the traditiomtl spring event at
The next issue of The Trail will
the College of Puget Sound yesterday. Miss Bjorkman is a member of this
be the annual spring edition. It will
years graduating class.
-Courtesy of New Tribune be an e!g·ht page p a per with sp ec1a1

COLLEGE PLAY POEM ACCEPTED
features including sports, feature
.
·
articles; poetry, advance style notes,
FULL OF FUN BY MAGAZINE andA few
events of general interest.
hundred extra Trails will

be printed for distribution throughWitty Lines; .Excellent Char· Poetry Journal Accepts Local out the state. It will carry a large
C on~
t ' b u_t IOn
'
number of cuts on various scenes
• t'100 I s F•eat ure
act enza
.
and activities of the entire year.
A full auditorium welcomed the
The sh01•t poem, "Home of the
The staff is working hard to make
presentation of the all-college play Gods," appearing in The Trail for this effort a success. The extt·a bur"So This is London," given here M. h 14
1
den it entails can be lightened by
last Friday evening.
arc
' was recent :r accepted by the whole school if each individual
The p oet ry J ourna1· This magaz1ne·' student takes it upon himself to
The audience honored tl1e play
with a good deal of laughter and ap- is being published to give aspiring hand any news item of interest to
plause for it was exceptionally poets a nationwide circulation of the trail office or to the editor. We
wa1it humor and features besides.
witty. The dramatic department theit· efforts.
Remember this edition Will be widely
f eel s th a t 1·t h as put f·or tll it·s b es t·
Elmer T. Gruwell Jr., writer of the read·.
- Courtesy of News Tribune
effort in this production accord- poem and news editor of The Trail,
•
Helen
Young arrived in Berkeley,
!ng to the new dramatic manager, was the first . to answer an offer
California
this morn~g · at 7:00 A.
M;orris Sl.lmmers. The cast for the
FORMS HERE
M. to represent us at the Paaific
Play Was Vel·y car·efully selected. The sent' to the Trail editorial office by
DRAW COM.MENT coast New Bureau Convention. ,
ticket sale took in $250.
the Journal asking for poetic atShe was called to go very suddenly
Two full sets were made for the tempts. A short history of his life Application Blani{S Used Here
on dls~_overing the convention was
play, and the new maroon curtain and the underlying motive of the
Attract Attention of
t9 be held over the week-end. She
was in use for the first time. Few
Other C~lleges
went by train as far as Portland
Sttldents Wel·e thet·e at tlle pr·esen- verse al:e to preface the poem.
- tn·
t
ion
however.
The
audience
was
The
journal
is
a
new
one
in
the
and
continued her journey from
••
The blanks being used in the rem,ade up mostly of older folks.
field and expects to give a modern gistrar's office of the College of Pu- there on the boat, "Admiral Farra.
interpretation of America through get Sound for applications for ad-. gut." Her program is unknown here
because o-f the unexpectedness with
Class Representative
American poets.
m!ssiqn have been attracting conwhich the convention was called.
-----siderable interest in other institu- But it will be held at Berkeley at
Choices Are Unani·m ous CURE OF CANCER
tions. Requests for copies have come
the university and at Oakland.
tl'lis week from Vanderbilt UniversiElection of class representatives
DISCUSSED HERE ty, Nashvllle, Tennessee, and from Helen is OUl' manager of exchange
news.
was held today during chapel period.
the registra>r at Stevens Institute of
For next year Mary Wescott Willl·e- Eminent Specialist G i v e s
Technology, Hoboken, New Jersey.
present the seniors, Chester Rhodes
Message of Hope
These Puget Sound blanks wex:e
the juniors and Robert Strobel the
In Chapel
h~cluded in a display of forms at '
sophomores. The selections were all
the convention last year of the
An address made in chapel Wed- A,merican Association of Collegiate
unanimous.
nesday morning by Dr. C. W. Whit- Reg!stPai'S,-and since that time sevacre, cancer specialist, on "Cancer" eral requests for sample copies have Dr. Herman Hausherr ·has deCHAPEL CALENDAR
finitely decided to live until he is
was singular in that a very large been received.
Monday, May 5·
a hundred years old. At about the
Assistant U. s. District Attorney, amount of information was packed
age of ninety he intends to write his
John T. McCutcheon, w!ll speak. into a 20 minute address and preautobiography. All we hope is that
sented in an interesting and comWEDNESDAY, May 7we will still be around in order to
0tlan Club will have charge of prehensible manner. The speaker
read it. After chuckling through a
described the cause and formation of
program.
half hours' synopsis we woul dnot
cancer in its early stalies and the
• -* • ·
down the pole, the color lengthening Friday, May 9-.
Professor John Paul Bennett will manner in which it spreads. He Black Musicians Please With miss his complete autobiography for
Cheney Normal- Cheney Normal - to be suddenly halted by an unanything.
have charge of a music assembly. stated that one man out of every
(Continued on Page 4)
students seemed inclined to allow
Featured Numbers
He was born in Neuchatel, Swittheir minds to wander off onto the - - - - - - - - - - - -- , - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - 10 and one woman out of every
most vague subjects! When asked
eight over 40 years old, dies of can.: The Ethiopian Knights presented zerland and attended the gymnawhat he would do if he had a milcer.
their second•feature program Qf pop~ slum at Zurich. While in the gymlion dollars; one of the students re"The belief that cancer is conta- ular music during the, student as- nasium he belonged to one of those
groups that are almost unknown in
gious or hereditary Is false," stated sembly Thursday.
plied that he would buy playful
pups, bears, wolves, giraffes, porcu0
Dr. Whitacre. "There is no reason For the first number our own American colleges. Fourteen of the
pines, and, and, _ well in fact he
Binoculars, smoked glass, film and through the school telescope en- to fear cancer because others of Hughey Arnette and Arcima Taylor boys met every Friday and Saturwould buy a spacious farm and negatives and even a real honest- joyed watching the old moon darken your family are victims of it." He played "Carry Me Back to Old Vir- day night in a little room in a
raise animals. The cages would be to~goodness telescope were in evi- the face of her ladyship for a sec- also stated that the value of •radium ginny" as a violin and saxophone nearby restaurant and discussed all
of silver and wcmld house animals dence Monday between 10 and 12 ond or two.
as a cure is usually overestimated; duet. Other featw·es included black the thinkers of the ages. No one. was
of every poSsible description. To go o'clock when co-eds and campus
Pedagogues seemed but faintly in- that it is useful in the control but music by the entire orchestra and immune from their criticism but
with 'ail of the cages, he would strollers gazed heave11ward to watch terested in the procedure, perhaps not in the eradication of the ~dis- a negro piece "St. James Infirmary" Niet~sche . He was their idol. Often
build a lake a mile long so that the l.he eclipse of !lOld sol and the moon. sensing the fact that this was put ease.
rendered on the piano by John Rea- when they became involved in a
dear· playthiags could swim to their
At approximately 11 o'clock "ohs" another occasion to warrant the "At present the best thing we J;lave go,r, manager. As the final number heated discussion· of Schopenhauer
heart's content. The elephap.ts and and Nahs" emulated from various shortening of class periods.
to offer is operation, and that must Luvoyd Pate gave a remarkable ex- or some other philosopher their
oxen would be the beasts of bw·den throats as the "man in the moon"
And, as Dr. Regester remarked, be done in the early stages, hence hibition of lively negro tap dancing. ·meetings did not break up until four
and.. carry food to all of the other crossed the path of the sun, effect- the students were not as interested it is more a preventative than a
A deal of applause welcomed the or five o'clock in the morning.
animals. Then during the day this ing a three-quarter eclipse in Ta- as they would have been if they cw·e," he said. In the earliest stages musicians, and they were so pop- Those were great days for all of
fantastic student would feed the coma. The time of the total eclipse were living a few centuries ago. Then of the development of the tumor, ular with the audience, that the bhose men and Dr. Hausheer says
animals and make friends with was but one and one-half seconds, they would have been outside beat- operation is successful in 90 per st11dents fairly promised to keep that some of his lasting estimates
them. To those animals that did not one of the shortest periods of eclipse . ing pans and carrying OJl like old cent of the cases, but in the last them playing into third period.
of philosophy and life were formed
seem friendly ·he would teach them kno.wn.
Ned to keep tne dragon from swal~ stages it is only successful in 10 'to The personnel of the orchestra in- in that group. Two of the gt;oup betricks from books bought with his
Professor Hanawalt, a devoted fol- lowing . the sun. And the peda- 15 per cent, according to the sp~aker. eluded: Hughey Arnette, violinist came famous actors, ~me an emine~t
fortune. Extensive trips to eastem lower · of the stars, was the center gogues and scientists would have Dr. Whitacre is a member of the and director of the program; John physician, and many became proclothiers · ~ould be.' taken for the of interest during the show-off of been more interested too; for they Baai·d of Trustees of G. P. s. and Reagor, piano; Norvel Mayer, fessors and philosophers.
purpose of" buyh1g ciotnes fo'r 'the "the lieavenly bodies. Many stud-, would have been out helping us. was chairman of the building com- drums; Arcilna Taylor, saxophone Dr. . frausheer was even a little
animal&!-· ents -took advantage of the ten mh1- We have progressed far. We only mittee during the erection of C. H. l nd clarinet; Luvoyd Pate, 6anjoist more romantic and enthusiastic
. ~(Cl'ontfi1ueK orl"'Pag{ FOUl:r·-· ... tites aHotted· tfiem . fol: star-gazing;' beat paus at shiverees now:
and entertainer.
than the others. He and two others
Jones and ~clence halls.
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Sp1·ing
Ediiion. ..
Next Week
PRICE l'Iv:E CENf.J.lS
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MARCIA EDWARDS
WINS 'SCHOLARSHIP

Annual

Puget Sound is placing most 'of
her hopes for a win in the ab111ty of
Bob Young, the miler of the quartet. There is no man in college who
can keep· up with him and as yet
he has not run his fastest time thi.S .
season.
Last year Young ran the· half mile ·
at the relay camival and gave "Spig"
Fassett, Logger anchor map., an even
start with the rest of the field. At
the conference meet Young tied for '
first in the mile with Fassett.
AI Plummex will be..entered in the
100-yard dash event for class B
schools and he may take this race.
If Plummer wins the century a.nd
the medley team places first the
Loggers will take first in class B
events.
Eight s'cbools in Cla.ss B
Schools and Colleges expected to
enter the Class B relays are the College of Pu'get Sound, Bellingham
Normal, University of British dolumbia, Pacific University,· Cheney
Normal, Albany College and one or
tw,o other colleges.
Universities and colleges of the
' Pacific Coast Comference will enter
the Class A r,elays. ·Washington,
oregon, Washington state, oregon
State, Idaho and Mbntana are definitely entered and' it is possible
that some of the California schools.
will be ·at the carnival.
There will also be ~:elay races f0r
high schools of the state. and a num~
ber of special events. The special
events for cle,.ss 4- inc\ude the shot
put, pole vault, high hurdles and
100-yard dash . . 4( 100-yard dash
event will be held fof ·t he Class B
schools and for high schools_of tlte
·state·.
·

Dr. HaUSh' eer Att
• h;
. ended GYffi at ZUriC
**
**
**
**
Once· Went -Hungry in ·streets-of Paris

ETHIO,PIANS
ENTERTAIN

of the group evolved an elaborate
plan for reforming the criminal and
reinstating him in society. They enlisted the aid of their friends and
after securing twelve criminals they ,
began the · experiment. Their idealistic plan did not work As M:r.
Hausheer said regretfully, "It · was '
a. fizzle."
Some of the high points in
in Dr. Hausheer's life are those con-·
cerning his travels. He left home
with eight dollars in his pocket and
saw the. world. He bummed his way ,,
through Egypt and Palestine and, ' '
for th~·ee days he starved in Paris.
He earned his way by occasional,·
jobs of street cleanimg, dishwash!ng or anything else. The Paris ·
episode occurred when a job did not
conveniently tum up.
Dr. Hausheer has bathed in the
Nile with the crocodiles and hippotam! and he has traveled through
the Sahara on a camel. In fact, he
has done so many interesting things
it is impossible to list them all. One
of his own favorite experiences was
the sight of the acres and acres of
roses in Egypt that are used in the·
making of perfume.
In order to secure. a mastery of
.Englisp, Profes~!lr H!!-I.!Sheer ·game
to the United States and entered tlhe
University of Dubuque, Iowa. During his first year he took nothing,
but English and he carried a die•
(Continued on Page Four)
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held immediately following the sup"
per.
Margaret Cheney, chairman of the
program committee for the society,
is arranging the details.

DEAN LEMON- weeding his strawbeny patch- BOB EVANSpull1ng at his mustache-ART ROBBINS-bursting Into student assemlby with 'role' of ethics-MARCIA EDWARDS-blushing In chapel
-MRS. BRYANr-springing a journalism test-GILLIHAN-playing
with the Loggers-in his first baseball game this year-DONALD SHOTWELL and LILliAN BOYD-at the Demolay Installation last Monday
-ULNA RICE ltudy!ng up the society page on The Trail- OR. TODD
-announcing s;>ecial song in chapel__:PROFESSOR BATTIN and
daughter YVOl\'NE-at the May Day Festlvltles-TOMKO-walting
hours to get a se3.t-LOUIS GRANT- bein.g sick and not able to "Duke"
- THE ETHOP!ON KNIGHTs-brightening up the day-JULIUS
GIUS-eatnig ]).erring-and THELMA GANDER-wanting to know
whee to be allo?ed at the publications party!
P. S. A phone call from Van McKenney telling us that the Elks
are going to pu( on our play "So This Is London," next Friday at the
temple.

Philos to Elect
Officers May 5

Week-End Calendar Brings
Many Gay Sorority Dances
Lambda Sigma Chi to Hold Annual Spring Informal Tonight at "The Firs"
Tonight at The Firs the Lambda Sigma Chi sorority will
give its annual spring informal. The affair will be novel in
effect, a "Hollywood Revue" plan being featured. Clever
programs using a star motif will be used. The rooms of the
inn are to be decorated in characteristic Hollywood fashion
wi'th :a my~iad of colored· baloons. l'he charming younger
sisters of several sorority members, Ruth Wheeler, Helen
Michael, o 'orothy Neyhart and Beverly Cook, will serve refreslunents to the guests in gaily decorated booths.
Edith Eddy is chairman of the
committee making arrangements for
the party and has assisting her,
Bonita Reeder, Louise Montgomery
and Myrle Neyhart. A number of
alumnae will join the active chapter
for the dance and more than fivescore girls and their guests are expected.
Patrons and patronesses will be
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Plrwitz, Mr.
and Mrs. David L. Bryant, Mr. and
Mns. John B. Cromwell J r., and Ml.
and Mrs. Nels Eric Johanesson.
The guest list Is as follows: Joe
Rausch, Don Hoch, Rex Weick,
Strand Hilleboe, Paul Lung, Fred
Renschler, Charles Anderson, David
V. Rice, Bruce Johnson, George Tibbits, Glenn Downton, Bill K1zer,
John Gynn, Walter Anderson.
Fred Brockhoff, Vic Ranta, Dick
Link, Floyd Summers, Stanley Disher, Tom Kegley, Clarence Peter.son,
Jol!.n Gardner,
Frank Rostedt,
Dougl~
Hendel, Bob Stroebel,
Douglas Babcock, Harold Fleharty,
Wilbur Goss, John Cochran, Bill

t-------..-··-··--·-··-·--·
S. B. COGSHALL
THE GROCER
Phone Proctor 442
No. ·26th & Proctor Sts.

_____

__..

__..___..-··----·

JA~K'S

GRIDDLE

The most of the best for the least
HAMBURGER 10e
913 Commerce St.

We Serve You Best

Healy, Franklin Johnson and Norman Klug.
Gamma's Feature Garden Idea
An old-fashioned garden in all its
loveliness with a profusion of spring
flowers wil be the idea carried out
in the spring informal of the Delta
Alpha Gamma sorority tomorrow
evening. The setting for the affair
wll be the Tacoma Country Club,
which wil be att,ractively decorated
In May fashion. Clever favors for
the men guests are being kept a
secret. The committee In charge of
the affair consists of Geraldine
Whitworth, Helen Brenton and Muriel Bohn.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Coatsworth
and Mr. and Mrs. F. Le Penske are
to act as patrons and patronesses.
Winthrop Is Beta Setting
The Crystal Ballroom of the
Winthrop Hotel will be transformed
Into a spring garden as the setting
of the Alpha Beta Upsilon formal
Saturday evening, May 3.
Flower covered gates and pillars
will form the background for the
orchestra setting, while wicker furniture and garden swings will carry
out the decorative scheme. The
dance orders are white mother-ofpearl with handpainted roses.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Tisdale will be
guests of honor.
The committee
planning the affair Is composed of
Doris Wakefield as chairman, Tom"
mle Scrimshlre, Beatrice Rumball
and Jean Mudgett.

Altrurians Plan
Picnic Supper
The Alturlan Literary Society is
planning a picnic dinner to be held
at Point Defiance Park, Monday
May 12. The picnic wil be during
regular meeting time Monday evening, and the weekly session wlll be

At the May 5th meeting, the
Philos will hold their election of officers. The following are nominees:
President, Florence Newfield, Bonita Reeder, Dorothy Schonborn;
Vice President, Ollve Bartlett; Secretary, Isabel Whitfield, Irene Whit-,
field, Charles Jerould; Treasurer,
Frances Spencer and Charles Hall.

Publication Dance
Plans Completed
Arrangements are being completed
for the . annual Publication dance
to be given ~aturday, May 10. Details of the 'd ecorations and program
are being witheld but promise much
in interest. Guests will be the present and last semester' staff of the
Trail and the Tamanawas. The
committee in charge is headed by Al
Hotchkin Jr.,
Beatrice Rumball <
Geraldine Whitworth, · Ulna Rice,
George Tibbits and Mrs. David L.
Bryant.

Y. M. C. A. Sponsors
Benefit Rink Party
The Young Men's Christian Association of the college are sponsor"
ing a skating party Saturday evenIng, May 10, at the Winter Garden
Rink. This Is a benefit affair for
the Y. M. and a large crowd of college students are expecting to back
it. Skating will be from 10 to 12
o'clock. Harold Dabroe is in charge
of all arrangements.

Chemistry Club
Plans Banquet
The Chemistry Club composed of
students
who
are majoring or
minoring in chemistry Is planning a
banquet for Monday evening, May
5 at the Tacoma Hotel at 6:30.
Ross Cory Is heading the committee planning the affair.

Banquet Planned
By Cosmopolitans
Tuesday evening, May 6 Is the
date set for the ltnnual banquet of
the Cosmopolitan Club at the Community House.
This year a Filipino idea is to be
carried out in decorations and menu.
Juansito Campos is arranging the
details of the banquet while Ambl'OSio Patacsil Is chairman of the
program committee.
The Cosmopolitan Club is made
up of foreign-born students on the
campus and Includes In its mem"
bershlp the same number of Amer"
lean students as foreign. The purpose of the club is to create a closer
friendship between th different na"
tionautles on the campus and the

I:J l;Jitt:i:j!;t~ banquet !s an annual affair of the

PROCTOR
PHARMACY
W. P. Ragsdale
N . 26th &Proctor
Proc. 671

Note or Ear-Guaranteed
The National, Recognized School
WATERMAN PIANO SCHOOL
Temple of Music
Main 2406

club.

FREDERICK DEAN
DRUG CO.

Prespective Bibs Must
Given by Sept. 24

Professional Pharmacies

We Never
Close

Store No.1
2612 Sixth Avenue
PHONE MAIN 2726

Fraternity l'UShlng and pledging
rules were drawn up during the last
meeting of the Inter-fraternity
Council held on Wednesday, April
23.
These rules for the coming year
follow:
1. Rushing will be allowed during the summer months up to, and
Including Tuesday night, September 23.
2. All bids must be handed out
to the prospective pledges Wednes"
day, September 24, before 4:00 P.
M.
. 3. All bids should be answered
through the Registrar's office, by
Friday noon, September 26.
4. Between Wednesday at 4:00
P. M. and Friday at 12 noon, will
be considered a closed period, during which time no rushing or handIng out of further bids will be allowed.
'
5. After Friday noon, September
26, there will be an open period for
rushing and pledging until the end
of the school year.

.

I

~l7Pacif~

Store No.2
2701 North Proctor ,
PHONE PROCTOR 2726

. . . .---------------------..-.....-,
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"College Night" at the

HOTEL WINTHROP
ROOF GARDEN

Dancing Friday and Saturday Only
.. ·.At GRUETTER'S DANCE ORCHESTRA

·THIS

is the age of new tvpe
faces and of novel ideas
.
in printing. + With our
large assortments of tvpe
· and ornaments we are able to
. fill. all of vour printing needs. +

"So This Ia London," this
season's successful production of
the C. P. S. dramatic department,
will appear at the Elks Temple
Friday, May 9th. The presentation is being ma:le possible by the
Elks Lodge. The Temple has a
seating capacity of 800 and a
large audience is expected to see
the play. AdmlS>ion will be fifty
cents.

THETA INFORMAL
HAS ORIENTAL IDEA
De Koven IM Is Scene of
Gay Affair on
Saturday
DeKoven Inn was the scene of a
very smart party Saturday evening
when the Kappa Sigma Theta
sorority held their spring informal.
The affair was very clever in detail,
an "Oriental Idea" being carried out,
with chinese pillows and characteristic low lights. Those sharing In
the many compliments paid them
for their committee work for the
party are Margaret Hill, Thelma
Moore, Marie Helmer and Helen
Ritchie.
Patrons and patronesses for the
evening were Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Breseman and Mr. and Mrs. Omar
Berry.
The guest list included:
Rex Weick, Julius Gius, Robert
M;cCullough, William \Wede, Wilbur
Crothers, August Von Boccklln, Gordon Wilson, Amos Booth, Ralph
Brear, Donald Ave L'Allemond, Orval Alvestad, Sidney Collier, Ernest
Miller, OsC!l.i Zl'iid::lckoon, John
Garnero, Jack Glus, Ed Burrough,
Morris Summers, Frank Bowers,
Guy Kenney, Donald Cory, Leonard
Maxey, John Gardner, Wade Coykendall, Stanley Wa1·din, Clarence
Fraser, Wllllam Johnson, Dave
Tueil, Norman Klug, Deane Pettibone, Clarence Peterson, Herbert
Phenicie,
Strand Hilliboe, Van
Spencer McKenney, William Gellerman, Harry Brown, Donald Goldie,
Fred Arnston, Glenn Helmer, Robert Strobel and Preston Onstad.
Good Things to Eat and Drink

DOROTHY RALEIGH
TO HEAD LAMBDA'S

Be

He reported that the plane's motor
froze at the higher levels, that Ice
froze the camera lens, and Dildine
displayed his watch crystal shattered by the intense cold.

~

i

At the regular meeting of the
Lambda Sigma Chi sorority Wlednesday,
officers for the ensuing
year were elected. Dorothy Raleigh was made president with Bonita Reeder as vice pl'esident, Marjorie Judd, secretary, Carol Hanson,
inter-sorority council representative,
Ulna Rice, editor and Edith Eddy,
as conductress.
The program for the afternoon
was presented by the pledges of the
group. Several vocal numbers were
rende:red by a trio composed of Helen Wilcox, Ethelyn Llewellen and
Jean Michael.
Marguerite Kelso
gave two clever readings, following
·ved
whic h afte r noon tea Was Sel
·

PARTIES!
Let our shop help you to choose your new frocks
and ensembles
We have a complete line of white and p·astel shades

$15.00 and $18.50

l'lAJIQ(?JEJLlL
10lRJIESS SlHI[ tiD JP
11TH AT COMMERCE

SIXTH ·AVENUE DISTRICT
!r.;;;=============:'i'l ;:--,,..,,.,_,'*,.,.,..,,....,,.,_,...,,..,...,,,...,...,.,...,,..,...,.,.,...,,...,...,.,..,.,.,,..,,...,...,'*.,.,.,.,,....,...,.,...,.,.,.,.,
SOLID LEA'l'HER SHOES FOR
LESS-We Feature

Main 199

· Ford--Lincoln

JOHMSOM-COX. CO.

Dealers

PRINTERS

South Ninth at Kay Street
Phone Main 216
Tacoma, Washington

Hardy's Service
Station

2714 6th Ave.

Sixth and Oakes

It Pays to Look Well

SUNSET BARBER SHOP
You Furnish the Hair We Do
the Rest
Sunset Theatre Bldg.
2502 Sixth Avenue

6th Ave. at Pine St.

SIX'fH AVENUE MARKET
Fish and Poultry
D. W. Stroud, Prop.
Main 3714
2809 6th Ave.

Confectionery
A good place to EAT

G. J. FLANAGAN
Quality Shoe Rebuilding

Open Till I :00 O'clock a. m...

You can't be up on your toes when
you're down at the heels I

Have You Seen the

Tacoma

2812 lh 6th Ave.

----------------------~

NEW CORDS
·w ith the broad, high

waistband
25-in Bottoms

Sixth Avenue

Priced at $4.50

I

Agents for
CONKLIN ENDURA PENS
$5.00 and $7.00
Other Conklin Pens and Pencils
$2.50 to $5.00
Shaeffer Life Time Pens
$7.50 to $10.00
Other Schaeffer Pens & Pencils
$3.00 and up
We Develop Films Free
Cor. 6th & Anderson Main 646

JENSEN'S

Frank M. Skinner Co.

~

!
~

Division and North I Street

ROBERTSBROTHERSFOODSTORE
Good wholesome food is the key to good health. This store Js
devoted to the service of the housewives.

:

IS NOW HERE

For Better Service

~
E

New assortment of the latest
designs in wat~hes

and Quality

:

$8.50 and up
Only $1 Down

Call

sE
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NICOLA GROCERY

BECAUSE:
Because our Rock Dell Brand stands fgr the highesl
quality, you will always enjoy §Ood food if you will
remember to ask for "Rock Dell' when buying canned
fruits and vegetables.

Younglove Grocery Company

AND MARKET
Phone Main 748

Main 749

l

.;~~. :~~.~=;~·-·-··!
.1,__.,_.,_,_
. _.,_,_,_.,_,. l
For ~ervice that Satisfies ,
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TRY THE

HOLLYWOOD STUDIO

for

OUR GRADUATION
GIFT LINE
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Main 1608

I

Dinners or Parties

SUN DRUG CO.

Men's & BOYS' SHOP
27r6 6th Ave. Phone M 2995

2901 6th Ave.

Pastry

·-··-··-~·-~~·-··-··-··-··-·~---·t

$3.95 and $4.50

·

Bread and Fancy

Headquarters fol' Radios

Reg·ular Style Cords with
22- and 24-Inch bott«?ms at

I

BETSY ANN BAKERY

Tatman's ,'tlusic House

Graduation Diamond
Rings
A Challenge for Value

$35.00
Only$1 Down
Also a fine line of Engagement
Diamond Rings at big savings.

N. H. LARSON

Photographs Live Forever
Photographs of all sizes, Stamp Photos, 5 for lOc
HAINES' STUDIO

·M utual
otors

GAS, OIL, TIRES,
BATTERIES

CENTRAL BANK

i

:i

P-HONE MAIN 962
914 Pacific Avenue

JOSEPH'S SHOE STORE

.

5

H. D. BAKER & CO.

Peter's D~~l~~D Shoes

.

~e

Buy your portable typewriter here. Sold $5. down and
$5.00 per month. Special
rates to students.

for Coming Year';::;;;;;;::;;;;;;::;;;;;;::;;;;;;::;;;;;;::;;;;;;::;;;;;;::;;;;;;::;;;;;;::;;;;;;::;;;;;;::;;;;;;::;;;;;;::;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;:::=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
Are Elected at Weekly
GRADUATION DAYS BRING MANY
Meeting

E
The New Store for Women, Children, Infants
E
:
: 939 BROADWAY
MAIN 1271 E

•

TRAIL APOLOGIZES
The trail wishes to thank the
Hartsook studios for the use o!
the cuts printed in last weeks
Trail. Through an oversight, the
editors failed to give the studio a
by-line on the cuts.

Offi~ers

THE PHEASANT, INC.
913 Broadway
LUNCHES-DINNERS
FOUNTAIN-CANDY
Sperka and Warwick, Mgrs.

U. of W. Da ily - Steering their
way through "holes" in the clouds
to four miles above the earth, Lieut.
V. C. Clapp, aerologist, and Ensign
E. E. Dildine, chief flight Instructor
at Sand Point field made a photographic r ecord here of the near total
eclipse of the sun.
At 22,000 feet above the ground
and In a temperature 42 degrees below zero, Clapp said the sun appeared to be surrounded by a rainbow showing all colors of the spectrum.
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Authorized

726 Pacific Ave.

ELKS SPONSOR
COLLEGE PLAY

RUSHING RULES
SET BY COUNCIL

~OSKI~~
GRILL

AIRPLANE SNAP
PHOTO OF SUN

GOING PLACES AND DOING THINGS

Sixth Avenue Jeweler
Next to Central Bank

BELt GROCERV

. 1111.1111 .1111.1111.1111.1111.1111.1111.1111.1111 .1111.1111.1111. 1111. 1111. 1111.1111.1111.1111.1111.1111.1111.1111.1111.

We Deliver the Good•
Sixth Ave. and Fife Bt.

~ 1f]l0WlE:IQS
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T, DRINK AND BE MERRY

The California and Winthrop Florists
SUGGEST

Fine food, delicious coffee,

Flowers as a gift to the hostess. Don't forget fo0r your

Pleasant Surroundings

formal and dance our sltillfully styled corsages at

Leon.a rd' s

pl'ices ranging from $1.50 to $6.oo
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LOGGER SPORTS

LOGGERS COMPETE AT THE
U. of W ....

ANNUAL RELAYS SATURDAY
AT SEATTLE
PAGE THREE

THE PUGET SOUND TRAIL
I

WED., C. P. S. VS. AUTO ACCIDENT
Shire-isms . ..
OF JAPANESE
By AI Hotchkin Jr.
BELLINGHAM CALLS OFF GAME
The varsity baseball team will
play the Bellingham Normal squad
next Wednesday afternoon in Bellingham. This will be the first contest of a home and home series.
The future teachers are reported
to be strong this year and will make
the Loggers work to beat them.
The return game will be played on
Memot·iai Day, May ,30, on the
l~cal diamond. · ,
. ''
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~MELLINGER'S ~

I

I

FUNERAL HOME
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Learn the Modern Way

TEMPLE OF MUSIC
Main 5620

11111•1111•1111•1111•1111•1111•1111•1111•1111•1111•1111•1111•
------------ ----------------------,;-
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Eat with NELS

1

A SNACK OR A MEAL

:

24-HOUR SERVICE

!

Hamburgers a Specialty'
j
NEL'S HAM-BONE

: . 6th and St, Helens

Bdwy. 1452

'---~~------------~-----------------~~

Five members of the Kansai University Japanese baseball team and
one Tacoman were injured Saturday,
April 26, in an automobile accident.
The Japanese players were on their
way from Seattle to Tacoma to play
a scheduled game with College of
Puget sound.
Cecil McPherson,
driving . toward Seattle had passed
two busses, when his car crashed
head-on into the car carrying the
baseball men. McPherson was uninjured, but his wife was badly cut
about the face and s ustained a
broken arm. One Japanese player,
believed at first to be fatally inJUred, later recovered.

test Begins at 3 p. m.

The University of Washington
Huskies again spelled defeat for the
This afternoon on the· campus
Loggers when the two baseball diamond the Loggers wll take .. on
the Jaysees of Centralia Junior Colteams met Tuesday afternoon in
lege in a return baseball game of a
Lincoln Bowl. The final score was home and home series. The game
8 to 0 in fa,vor of the Huskies.
will be played at 3 o'clock.
In the first game of the sex'ies
VJ!ashlng.ton got ofi .to a fine start
in the first inning when White con- the Centrallans defeated the LofN~rs
•
by an 8. to 5 score in a cqntest
ne~ted fpr a homer. Then two more that was full of breaks , for . the
runs were gathered in the first in- Centralia team. The first contest
ning by an error, a sacrifice and a was played during a hard rain
two bagger, by Hutchinson, Husky s torm. Home town officiating gave
third baseman.
George Althauser, the visiting hurling star, ten lucky strikeouts coupled
Two runs in the second on a walk with eight ·for which the Loggers
by White, a two bagger by Put-, really tried for.
.
nam and a single by Tollefson
Today formtr high school mates
brought the Washington total to will oppose each other on the
five. After the second inning Petti- mound with Frank Gillihan. twirlbone t!ghtened a~d the infie~d got lng for the Loggers and Althli.us.ei:~
to wmk and· fox five innings the for the visitors. Both of these playLoggers: were not scored oni
ed for Centralia high and both
Pettibone was in hot water in the are good pitchers. This will be the
eighth inning with a two bagger by first t~me that Gillihan ha~ b!!e!l
Barberis and a walk by Brannon to 011 the hillock for the Loggers tlils
be followed by a two base hit by Put- season as the starting pitcher. He
nam, his second for the afte1·noon. has been turning out for only a
The final run came in the ninth week and his arm may not be in
with a clean single by Gaw after
Tollefson had walked. Tollefson _t00
_.:..g_oo_d_f_or_m_.- - - - - - - made the final run.
only once did they get nea~ scor1
The Loggers could not fathom ing.
Putnam's pitching until the sixth
Summary:
when Pettibone singled but was out Team
R
H
E
\vhen Maruca hit into a double play. Washington
8
10 • 0.
Gynn singled but the inning was l?uget Sound
0
6
2
over when a long fly by Kenrick
Batteries: Washington-Putnam
was caught by Tollefson. Four other and Brannon. Puget Sound: Petti-scattered hits were collected by the bone, Gillihan and Baker. Umpire- ·
Loggers during the afternoon but AI Hopkins.

A rather
unfortunate incident
prevented the Loggers and the Kansai University team from meeting In
the second part of a scheduled
While
double bill last Saturday.
coming to •racoma the Japanese
The players hurt were: Klyoharu team suffered a rather nasty auNose, 26, who was cut and bruised tomobile accident.
besides suffering from a broken
shoulder; Tooru Ohashi, 21, receivIn the initial contest the Wlllaing face cuts and bruises; Takeyo mette squad bested the M-aroon In
Handa, 21, and Toshitaka Oda, 24, an interesting tilt 12 to 6.
sustaining slight injuries.
All victims of the accident were
Williltms, young hurler for the
immediately taken to St. Joseph's Oregon team, stood the Puget Sound
Hospital. Since the crash occurred team on end with his fast ball fot•
10 miles north of Fife the police the first five innings. But in the
were not summoned and only meager sixth the Logger ~atmen found him
Information was at hand.
and preceded to pound him a bit
The Kansai University team had themselves.
started a tour of the United States,
planning to meet many American
The return game with the Uniuniversities in the game in which versity of Washington Huskies at
the Japanese are so efficient. The the Lincoln bowl last Tuesday was
game with c. P. S. was called off by not the Walk-away the first conthe unexpected turn of events.
test with them was.

_______.,

"Say it with Flowers"

Diederich's

ACME

Cafe

FLORIST SHOP

Place to Meet for

Designers, Decorators
6th and Pine St.
Main 1323
Tacoma

1

-

'

..........,..•

Goods Things to
EAT
2813 No. 26th & Proctor

._..._.,...,,...,,~,,._,,_.,~,.~,,~
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3820 NO. 26TH STREET
Special Care Given to Ladies Shoes

0
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TENNIS PLAYERS!
Improve your game with good strings in

the old racket. Our Restringing is being
done right here in the store by an expert.

Washington Hardware Co.
924 Pacific Avenue.

..

][liliE
~\1\UIE~IC ~ICA
13th & Commerce

13th & Broadway

ATTEND
EASTERN'S ANNUAL
MANAGERS' COMPETITION

·SALE·
GRADUATION FROCKS
Chic little things. Pure white and pastel shades,
Georgette or Cr epe de Chine. Come with , others
without sleeves. Latest styles available.

COMPETITION SALE PRICES

$14.00, $18.00, $23.()0
For the Boy Graduate Blue Serge Suits, single or
double Breasted. Very Special$~9.00

After the three first innings the
game settled down to a pitchers
battle between Putnam of Washingto~! and Pettibone of . Pugct Sound.
In the eighth inning when Washington started to rally Pettibone
was relieved by Gllihan who made j
his first appearance with the Log!l'ers this year.
All in all t~e game Tuesday showed the loggers in their best form
displayed this season. Practically
errorless ball was played by both
teams. The fielding feature of the
day was turned in by White of
Washington when he speared Garnero's hard drive with his raw
hand.

'

--

Coael\ Ed Pirwitz has been
gradually working the Logger track
~cam into condition for eompetltion, although reverses in an indoor
meet with the Y. M:. C. A. last Saturday evening may cause Loggers'
dupportet·s to feel tltat their team
is weak. This is not the case.
, The Y. M. C. A. team practices
and compete continually on its
indoor track, while the maroon men
were forced to work in strange type
of environment, and without any
previous practice.

REMT A BUS
for Glee Club, Athletic
and Special Trips
TA.COWA. BUS COWPA.MY
Wain 2431

Yellow Cabs • WA.IM 43

I

TELEPHONE MAIN 774 5

Four of the members of the Maroon squad who :tre proving themselves
to be mainstays of Puget Sound's ho}ICS. Left to right to11-Jing Ganero,
heavy-sticking outfielder; AI Plummer, Logger mainstay on the mound.
Bottom- Chet Baker, big freshman catcher and Joe "Shires" Tomko whose
fielding at third base and shot·tstotl has been neady perfect.
-Courtesy of New Tribune

EASTERN
Outfitting Co.
933 BROADWAY

.

c. P. s. LOSES .

TO BEARCATS

Loggers Drop First Conference Game to Willamette
10 to 6

Will Follow Last Year's Proceedure; to Go in
Auto

•

•-•--..-••-••-n-n-••-••-••-.a-rtJt

· Corsages

==~~~~~~~~~~~~~===

HAINES HOLLYWOOD STUDIO

Hinz-Florist

So. Kay at 'rth
Main 2866
EstablJshed 1892

------------------------------~--------_.--~--------.

NATIONAL GOLF WEEK

May 1st to May 10
Learn to }>lay golf-Special Beginners Sets ·

Complete $7.85

KIMBALL SPORTING GOODS CO.
1107 Broadway

f
For Her Graduation a String of

GENUINE RQCK CRYSTALS
I

UNDER RKO PANTAGES
There Is where you get your
Classy Hair Cut
H. J. Conrad, Prop.

'

CRYSTALS STRUNG ON ·STERLING
CHAINS $2.00 to $6.50
CRYSTAL CHOKERS

$3.95 to $17.50
30-Inch String of Crystals $9.75 to $20.00
Earrings to Match $2.00 to $4.50
ELGIN, HAMILTON and WINTON W A'l'CHES

5 Photos for lOc

26th and Proctor

For Short Time Only

CH~S. MAUR~ANN

JEWELER

~-------------------~ ~========================================

Sanitary BarberShop

'

Bring Ua
Your
Printing Problems

[TENNIS TOUR
STARTS ON WED.

In what was to nave been the The women's varsity tennis teams
first game of a double h eader the will start on theil· tennis tour on
Alfred Plummer, Logger sprinter, Willamette Bearcats defeated the Wednesday of next w~elf. The plan
was not allowed to compete beeause College of Puget Sound Loggers by is that the team will leave early in
,a 10 to 6 count. This game was the the morning by automobile, and
of the strangeness of the track.
first Northwest Conference contest play Reed the same afternoon. That
The Varsity m edley relay team that the Loggers have played. The was the procedure last year.
was chosen this week by coach second game was to have been Members of the team were an·
Perwitz. The team consists of Dody, with the traveling team of Kansai nounced last week. Members are:
University of Osaka, but the Japan- Margaret Alleman, Betty Martin and
Plummer and Young.
The Loggers will not enter a mile ese had an auto wreck on the Pa- Dorthy Raleigh. Fourth place on the
cific highway and were forced to team is between Grace Link, senior
relay team this year at any meet.
cancel their engagement
on the and Jane Porter, freshman. The
first three are all from the junior
campus
diamond.
'
TUMBLING
GIRLS
Peterson, frosh ·pitcher of the class.
PROVES FEATURE ]Bearcats, was in go~ form Satur- On the trip, the team will meet
-day and held the Loggers in close Reed College,
Pacific University,
Tumbling for the women of the check. Cardinal as ~ receiver help- Willamette University and Linfield
College has proven very successful ed the visiting pitcher throughout College. Pacific Lutheran College
1
for the first time it has ever been in- the game.
will be played on the home courts.
troduced to the college. Tumblins
Coach Hite used \ru·ee pitchers
The freshmen archery team will
acts were presented on Gym Jubilee dul'lng the game and all did good be chosen this Friday, and the UpNight. A group of nine trunbling work and were in ' difficulty only perclassmen archery team on Monstunts were capably done before ,when their teammates failed to work day of next week.
Queen Evelyn, Thursday afternoon. behind them. Both teams collected
The women who have been work- eight hits but the , Bearcats were
ing in the tumbling acts for the able to bunch theirs and hit so that
"' t;eclalisls In 5thool
past weeks, under the direction of the Loggers muffed the ball.
V :;nnual llluslraling....
Miss Martin, women's physical diThe summary by innings:
Willamette .... ,... 3 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 0
rector, are: Hannah Wells, Irma
Bloomquist, Betty Robbins, Margaret
Puget Sound...... o 0 0 0 3 2 0 1 0
Hill, Izaki Miako, Betty Martin, LilBatteries: Willamette-Peterson
lian Boyd, Mm•iel Breezman, Jean and Cardinal. Puget Sound-PlumGrivee; Louise van Arnsdale, Gla- mer, Pettibone, J . Spadafore and
dys Holmstead, Bonnie Hardman, Baker. Umpire - AI Hopkins and
Donna Farmer and Mary Garnett. John Heim·ich.

from

CREDIT IF DESIRED

LOGGERS PLAY
HUSKIES WIN
IN 8-0 SCORE
C. J. C. TODAY:
AT LINCOLN' Gilihan Hurls on .Start; Con-

Logger Diamond Stars

Nearly Ten Years in Tacoma Serving the Bantls and
Orcltestt·a.s
YOUR WANTS CAN BE SUPPLIED AT

TACOMA MUSIC CO.
917 COMMERCE STREET

905 Broadway

Next to Pantages

FEATURES

"So This Is London
Played Again May 9

..

PAc.iE
FOUR
' •.

~bt
Established
Sept. 25, 1922

-'Ugtt

~ounb
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t!trail

CURBSTONE OPINIONS by H.

C. L.

twetHy inches of double column stuff.
J
. F'~vst we made a typ?graphic~l error~"di~ail" in~tead of
COLONIAL
detad 1f we Temember nght, wh~ch certamly 1s deta1l. And
.
.
then we used "virtually" when we meant another word and a
We h_ad quite a tlme last Monday _evening at the Fox Coloma!. we
number of other important errol:s of that nature. Oh yes, saw the f1rst silent film we have seen smce the advent of til~ talkies, and
they only tied Montana too and we credited them with a win we had to contribute to a collection. The taking of the offermg reminded
-- stupid of l.lS.
.
us very much of a church service, though the churches gen\)rally have
And they ended "people who live--in glass houses should better plates. On this occassion we heard our nickel tinkle Into the top
dress in the basement"- that's real good and they meant us, of a baking powder can.
maybe our athletic teams.
Every Monday the Colonial presents a revival of one of the best of
But where; oh, where; must we undress, Bud.- A. L. H. the old silent films. This week the attraction is "Baby Mine." Though
some of the captions are too rare, we enjoyed the snap of the action and
the slap-stick. In the olden days, when one "took a flick" instead of a.
CONQUEST
"squawkle," we should have complained of those very things, but so fast
A little m01·e than a century ago anesthetics were un- does the world move that we now enjoy tl'leir quaintness.
known. Diseases, many of them easily curable today, took
The feature picture is "The Ship From Shanghai," starring Louis
an enormous toll of lives and health.
Wolhelm and Conrad Nagel. It tells of four folks on a w1·ecked yacht
But in the present day the span _of hur':1an life is ~eing with a mad stewart. It is quite horrific in spots, ~some of the photogradually increased and better physical adJustment strrr~u graphy is good, and some of the recording was not so good.
Last week-end the Drama League presented at the Little Theater "The
Good-Fellow," a well-staged production with an abundance of rollicking
humor. The Good-Fellow, chronic joiner of fraternal orders and also
chronic booster, is a type certainly drawn from life, and he was portrayed
with equal veracity.
HCL took pleasure in noting the names of a number of Puget Sound
students on the program list of the production committees.

Editor's Note: The following· are comments from the college press. These paragraph editorials are particularly striking in their truthfulness.
There is more rejoicing in a newspaper office over one
·
college student in jail than ninety and nine jailbirds who
never IJ:ied to educate themselves. It is a peculiar fact about
modern metropolitan journalism that a collegian whose irresponsibility gets him in the toils of the law is worth more
and better space, and bigger and better headlines, than t\;le
most atrocious ~rimes of our toughest criminals.- The Michigm.~ D~ily.
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Bite off more than you crui chew, and chew it;
Tal\.e on more than you can do, and do it.
Hitch your wagon to a star,
Keep your seat-and there you are!
-Grinnell and You

I

Remember the man who defended his habit of talking to
himself on two grounds: his enjoy1nent of hearing a sensible
man talk, aud his enjoyment of tallcing .to a sensible man. A
truly educated man loves to teach himself because he enjoys
u good and eager pupil, and he loves to work because he enjoys studying under a good teacher.- President Moody, Middlebury College.
An electrical engineering class in the North Carolina
State College had an everage for <me of its e:xams of 121/2 per
cent. When they went to class the next day, they found this
note on tl1e door:
"The papers from the class are the poorest I ever got in
twenty years of teaching ... It would be wise not to bother me
for the rest of the week, which I must pass in humiliation
and prayer ."

I

I

I

QUEEN QUALITY PUMPS and
STYLE TIES
In the new colo1·s o1· white $8.50

------···--·~·.-----~

Little White Barber Shop
Specializes on College Haircuts
Corner of 26th and Adams

SEAMONS FLOWER
SHOP
Cut Flowers
Blooming Plants

E

Bungalow Radio Shop

M. E. McCulloch
Expert Radio Servicing
Prices Right Work Guaranteed
Main 1496
607 So. Pine

FLORSHEIMS
at $10.00 or
McDONA.L~'S SPECIAL OXFORDS
for Men at $7.50

COLLEGIANA
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(Continued from Page One)

the entire company departed the
scene, the Queen and Duke maintaining their dignified bearing to the
end.
To cap the climax the Spurs had
a plentous supply of refreshments
itt
ready- a f ing conclusion to a perfeet Mayday, or any other warm day.

Another of the students would
turn gypsy and roam all over the
world. His chief pastime would be
eating rice with t~e Chinese, killing
lions with the Afncans worshipping
h
'
d
t e suli!- Mohamedan fashion an
witnessing a bull fight in Spain. He
•would charter an airplane and
visit all of the countries, buying
whatever bis soul hungered for!
University of Montanar-Works of
famous American Ulustrators covering a period of 30 years were recent,ly exhibited by the art department.
The exhibit included 300 drawings
and paintings, all of them being
clipped from mag~zlnes that are
no longer available, making the display very difficult to duplicate.
Among the authors whose works
,
were displayed was, Lawrence, Weyeth, Parish, Rockwell, Phllops and
Suli n, giving the ex11 ibit a hist or1ca1
aspect. There was also pen and ink
work done by Booth, Gibson and
Flagg.

Funeral Designs
Everything in Flowers
9th & Broadway

Main 4978

Programme:
H.uRga.rian Dance ............Moszkowski
DorothY. Bell, Louise Montgomery
Welcome ............................Lillian Boyd
,S unshine of My Soul... .....Vocal Solo
Kenneth Fanning
M h Mi
p ldi 1
arc
gnonne ...................... 0 n
Jeanette Groffman
Ave Maria ...................... Bach-Gounod
Violin Solo- Ka:thryn Gregg
Spring Fancy..........................Densmore
Vocal solo-Evelyn Bratrud
Gondelieri ............................ Stojowskf
Plano Solo-Lora Mae Nuttall

;-.--

l

si.on; the young official to whose
charge the crown's pillow had been
assigned, however, remained dignifi.ed beyond all expectations.
The light and airy sunshine
tempted a group of children to cavort
about merrily in the presence of Her
Majesty, and to enact. a mock tragedy
In love. A young caviller had danced
fm· some time with the leading lady
of the band, when up stepped a
rude sailor dressed in white duck, a
very rude sailor, who deliberatelll'
snatched that young lady from ller
escort. To make matters worse he
tormented the gentleman an d
charmed the lady by his light-

PHONE MAIN 1484

TRIBUNE
CLEANERS

Now is the time to buy
FISHING TACKLE
We Carry a Complete Line
. FOR FRESH OR SAL1'
WATER

· Proctor Hardware &
Cycle Supply
2526 North Proctor

TAVANN-ES

Gradnation Day's two moRt
prized and longest lus ting
gifts- a Diploma and
a TAVANNES Wutcl•.

N atiooally advert iserl
$28.50 to $1.000 :.tr11l u p.

HANSON'S
The Dependable Jeweler
257 So. 11th St.

HOSIERY FOR MEN AND WOMEN

....

I McDo~~~A~~?e Co.

!·
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A. GASPERETTI

MAIN 1746
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D. A. LENZI

TOSCANO CAFE
IT.UIAN DINNERS
753 St. Helens Ave.

$1.00 pair
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Wear Clean Clothes
Men's
Hats
Suits
Overcoats
Cleaned
and
Pressed

-----

~

With alJ the chivalry and romance of ancient Spain

our new package
BROWN & HALEY,-confectioners of the elect

of

$l

708 Market St.

See window display. It will be 'an education
in new patterns and color effects.

(Continued from Page f) - · ·
tionary . to all his classes. It was at
Dubuque that he met Miss Rol:ieFts,
who later became his wife. She was
a graduate of the university, having
received her master's degree in
English.
Dr. Hausheer graduated from Dubuque in three years and then attended Iowa University where ·he
held a fellowship in philosophy. He
secured his master's and doctor's
degrees from the University of Iowa.
He studied In Europe·'1'or· a year at
the Universities
Zurfch and Paris.
On his return he resumed his · studies at Harvard wher e he held a
fellowship in philosophy: He taught
for several years in various colleges
and in 1929 he came to the College
of Puget Sound as professor o~
sociology.
Dr. Hausheer has a number of
hobbles. He has always loved his
studies and they are still his chief
interest. He is fond of traveling and
especially likes the water. He also
likes hiking and used to climb the
mountains in Switzerland. His chief
ambition is to write bboks ..- He has
already wt·iten a number of . magazine articles for the Journal of Philosophy, the Philosophical Review
and the Monist. Dr. Haush'eer· is a
member of the American Philosophical Association, the American
Psychological Association and the
Associated Tas Spinozarium in Ha- ·
gue, Holland.
Herman Hausheer, Jr., is ·three
years old but according to hfs father
he is an unusually tall boy for his
age. "He's a fine boy," Dr. Hausheer said, "He takes after his mother. When he isn't all that he should
be- then he takes after me."

The Wind is in the South ....Arditi
Vocal Solo-Mary Nl'llone
WU:len My Fancy's Running High
George P. Hutton
· Vocal Solo-Morris Summers
Minuet in E Flat........................MPzart
Piano Duet
Claremont College.....:A horse show
and fashion show combined wilf be Lucille Murbach, Lora Mae Nuttall
'held tomorrow when the women of CROWNING OF THE QUEEN
Claremont stage their annual "gymInner Quadrangle
khana." This affair is sponsored by· Trumpet solo ................ Delwin Jones
Sigma Sigma, a riding club for Processional
women. The program includes a
Ribbon Bearers~
fashion show depicting the riding Heralds ....Robert Evans, F. LePenske
costumes of former times and from Flower Girl... .....Marcella Thompson
various countries. Jumping events Attendahts................Mildred Meader,
Ada Annabel
are on the prog~.•am as well as a
class for stock horses. An interest- Crown Bearer ................ Ralph Lemon
ing event will be a showing for Queen ...................... Evelyn Bporkman
three gaited horses and for five Duke ................................John Gardner
gaited horses. The judging is based Train Bearers....Mary Jane Haskell,
Jimmy Davis
on riding abllity alone and not on
Crowning of the Queen
MAKEUP MASKS & WIGS
horse conformation.
Proclamation
NEAL E. '.fHORSEN
• • •
Pythian Temple, Second Floor
College' of Idaho-Men of the col- Dance of a May Morn........Pupils of
Isabel Keith Morrison
Masquerade Costumes, Tuxedos
lege have at last struck upon an
and Dress Suits for Rent
Tatten
Elizabeth
Stanton,
Nancy
important way of disposing of the
924% Broadway
Main 3111
Marjorie
Frank,
Jane
Bronson,
college man's automobile. For the
-----------·------~ '
Founder's Day the school will hold a · Charline Hefflinger, Marion
---------~-_..~
M:ahnke.
·
r1aff!e. The object of the raffle is
am aged Ford, model unknown if one Girl-Betty Lou Van Rooy
SUITS
.
Boy-Mary Beach
mt all. It is of ·open tow·ing style,
HATS
Sailor-Mary Eli~f!.beth Abeel
and equipped with demountable rim
t!lres. For the convenience of one Come ' to the Fair ........Women's Glee O'COATS
Club
arm drivers there is a horn button
OLYMPIC LAUNDRY
Tumbling
Stunlls
on the dash board, other luxuries
MAIN 5000.
May
Pole
Dance
need not be quoted here. One of
Affiliated Pantorium Cleaners
the other main attractions is that Recessional
Accompanists-Janice Wilson and
itt holds the speed record for loaded
{"''''""'''''"·''''''"''""''''''''''"''''""'"""'''''''"1
CJP.rs from Caldwell to Boise. The Dorothy Bell.
enviable record is one hour with a
1'''"''''''''''''""'"'''"'""""'"'""'"""'""""'""'1
load of six passengers and much
WESTCOTT HOSE
baggage. For the men who have a 6
Sprenger & Jones
:
Mode· Modeled
meager income and have a car of
such descl'iption on theit· hands,
Pure Silk Chiffons at
JEWEaRS
this idea offers a means of increas$1.00 pair
ing pin money.
New
Spring
Shades at
: 1133 Broadway phone Main '15 E

There· comes a time when one realizes that adventure is
(Continued from Page 1)
as humdrum as routine unless one assimilates it, unless one
relates it to a central core which grows within and gives il fortunate mishap. .
contour and significance. Raw experience is empty, just as The youngsters attendant upon
empty in the forecastle of a whaler as in the chamber of a royalty consistently supplied uncounting house.- Louis Mumford, in "Herman Melville."
pilanned amusement for the ocoa-

BITS TO CHEW

Next Week-8 Pages

THE PUGET SOUND TRAIL

Published Weekly
During School Year
.
OUicial· ·Publication of The Associated Students
COLLEGE OF PUGET SOUND
THERE IS HOPE
Printed by Johnson-Cox Company, 726 Pacific Ave.
And now we have dreams!
Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office at Tacoma, WashHCL walks about with a grin, wondering if there is a chance for a
lngton, under the Act of Congress or March 3, 1879.
S .__ ription price 75c pe1· semester· $1 oo "er school year by mail. "little theatre" movement at this college after all. In other words we sat
Uu.:>C .
'
. '
. "
down in our reserved seats (after waiting until just before the curtain so
EDITORIAL STAFF
Editor as to look as blase as possible) with the feeling, "Well, here will be someBruce Thomas
Elmer T. Gruwell, Jr. thing boresome and amateurish again!"
News . Ed!t.ot·
- George Tibbits
But when the play started we caught our breath with a sort of conSport Editor Desk Editor . · Geraldine Whitworth siderate wonder. Believe HCL or not, the actors actually seemed to have
COpy .
Donald Cooper more than a vague idea concerning "So This Is London!" Before the
Society
Ulna Rice end of the first act we began to laugh, although we looked solemn and inlt1E!lltotes
- Margaret Swanson
Bfll Law tellectual as long as we could without breaking something. Before we
Co.n.t rib,u ting ~~tor
.
REPORTERS
.
knew it we forgot about criticism. HCL is deeply shamed because of this''" l!:c'!:ward Olswang, Dick Link, Betty Martin, Winifred Champlin, Edith he is supposed to criticize. But the fact remains that to this day he does
G'ulftafs·on; Ema Watts, Helen Young, Rolf Tuve, Robert Sconce, Julius not know if the play was dramatic, philosophic, literary, or a fit sight for
G'ius:
·
the boys belonging to the intelligentsia of our dear college and this fair
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
ALBERT HOTCHKIN, Jr. city.
B t t b
.
f
1 h
to
t th t) h
BUSINESS SrrAFF
u o e senous (o course we wou d ave
come o a w Y was
Milton Foren
Business Manager the presentation such a success? For one thing a play was chosen that
PROCTOR 3796
the dramatic department could do. It was of the popular, witty type
Cl1arles Guilford
Asst. Business Manager with plenty of good character parts, and it seems as if the dramatic de- Advertising Manager
BOnnie Reeder
Circulation Manager partment had actors to fit perfectly in each place. we wish to especially
Rex 'Weick
·
commend Reitha Gehri, and Bob Evans (what a pair they made) and Van
Assistant Circulation Manager
Thelma; Gander
Secretary
McKenny
could not have been cast better; l'le was the spirit of the evening.
Louise Van Arsdale
Ethelyn Llewellyn was especially charming- but whi go on-we may as
ADVERTISING ASSISTANTS
Katherine Gregg, Katherine Doud, Lois Bergey, Doris Haines, Bonney well say hurrah for the whole cast. What about Fiarry in cords and
bilious suspenders for instance, or Honeycutt being browbeaten.
Hardman, Mi·l dred Eaken, Dorothy Krogstad:
TYPISTS
And now we are wondering. Colleges, especially the smaller instituHelen Linbeclt tions, are moving away from big-time, stadium athletics, they are taking
Jeanne WhitwoFth
up literary pursu.tts-some good work has been done in the drama especially.
Nothing like a good "little theater" movement can bring the most desirable
ITS COLD DOWN THERE
of students to a college.
The University of Washington Daily seems to have beNow with "So This Is London" some reputation has been gained. It
come all "hot and bothered" about our editorial comment en- was a good play for a starter, there is no good reason why c. P. S. should
titled "Ballyhoo," which we wrote in answer to their comment not become a dramatic center, and especially an experimental dramatic
o~ our. post hole week. lh an article addressed to us entitled
center. Modem drama is creating something.
"Tut' Tut, Mr. Editor" they raked us pretty well for some
AF!..d so we have dreams!

late~ greater_joy iu livin~. The applied ~·eme.dies for ma~l.g
nant ills encourages a higher cons1derat10n for human hfe,
and for these medical achievements the world is gratefulfor any agency that promotes a second benefit is to be doubly
valued;
By retrospecting into past centuries a person is apt to
look upon the existel}Ce:of available knowledg~ tl1en as small
in'·comparison to that of his own day. But, curiOusly enough,
such has been the outlook of aU generations. People seem to
thiak .fue-oonqHest (}f-disease; ·as-well as accomplishment-in
all other activities, reaches a degree of perfection in their lifetime beyond which it is impossible to go. This is an extremely unfortunate state of mind. Civilization is far from perfect
at any time in any endeavor.
There are plenty of opportunities in useful vocations today. __ 1].1ete. m:e plenty of diseases and abnormal physical
conditions prevalent now, and after these have been mastered
there will be etHmgh left to keep seveTal future generations
of M. D.'s busy.
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